
Modern Morality 

 Morality is something often discussed only in a classroom. As far as justice is concerned, 

we don’t convict people based on how moral they are. It is more common to discuss morality 

after an act has already been committed, instead of using morality as a guiding principle. This is 

because it is impossible to follow the rules when there are different sets and always exceptions to 

be found.  Morality needs to be redefined so that it can be achievable. As it stands, morality is 

simply a way to point a finger at another’s actions. Before a new definition can be decided upon, 

there are many considerations to take into account. 

 The first of these is to define morality in a useful, which to say realistic, way. Morality is 

not a good philosophy if everyone is destined to fail. By the most common method of morality, 

altruism, everyone does fail. Altruism defines morality as helping others over oneself and 

constantly sacrificing for others’ benefit. While a world full of people helping other people does 

sound desirable, there would be no progress. A world by this standard sounds like another 

attempt at communism: good in theory and simply not going to happen in practice. Ayn Rand, 

philosopher and author, is also opposed to altruism. She describes the result of altruism this way: 

The first thing he learns is that morality is his enemy; he has nothing to gain from 
it, he can only lose; self-inflicted loss, self-inflicted pain, and the gray, 
debilitating pall of an incomprehensible duty is all that he can expect. He may 
hope that others might occasionally sacrifice themselves for his benefit, as he 
grudgingly sacrifices himself for theirs, but he knows that the relationship will 
bring mutual resentment, not pleasure….1 

 
With results such as these, there emerges an incentive to be immoral. There is clearly a flaw in 

the theory when the definition of something good makes people more likely to do the bad. 

However, Rand’s solution is not very realistic either. 

 Rand promotes the idea of ethical egoism as a solution to the morality problem. Ethical 

egoism states that it is moral to do what is in one’s self interest instead of sacrificing for others. 



She calls for people to be selfish, a word that she redefines to exclude a “moral evaluation.” In 

the often-presented problem of saving one’s spouse from dying and saving ten innocent 

strangers, she decrees it morally acceptable to save the spouse. However, she is being idealistic 

by expecting everyone to understand and live by her new definition of selfishness. Even in a 

philosophy class full of students well practiced in accepting terms they do not necessarily agree 

with for the sake of discussion, students struggled with Rand’s concept of selfishness. Without 

any proper definition, ethical egoism would be greatly abused. The world would be one 

completely opposite from one with altruism: people would be greedy. Not only that, but their 

actions would be justified by morality. The accepted definition of a moral action would be doing 

whatever one feels like doing. It would cause an “every man for himself” atmosphere. Illegal 

actions would still be morally permissible. Murder, rape, theft and more would be seen as 

acceptable since no one would remember or be able to understand what ethical egoism really 

meant. It is a moral code that is too extreme for humans who are already genetically selfish.  

 Another way to make morality more realistic is to abandon rule-making. Morality cannot 

be a rigid set of rules, since the world around us does not follow any set rules. This is why 

whenever anyone comes up with their definition of morality, situations in which they would 

choose the immoral situation can always be found. There is no possible way of defining morality 

that would encompass all situations. This reasoning is in line with care-based ethics. Care-based 

ethics also rejects the idea that morality is only about sacrifice. Care-based ethics philosopher 

Carol Gilligan discusses altruism as well.  

[A]s a thirty-one-year old graduate student says when explaining why she would 
find it difficult to steal a drug to save her own life, despite her belief that it would 
be right to steal from another: “It’s very hard to defend yourself against the rules. 
I mean, we live by consensus, and if you take an action simply for yourself, by 
yourself, there’s no consensus there, and that is relatively indefensible in this 
society now.”2 
 



Gilligan goes on to discuss the harm of taking ethics out of the real world. She points to the story 

of Abraham, who was willing to sacrifice his own son’s life to demonstrate his faith in God. She 

agrees that morality is not something that can be defined by a set of rules. Gilligan, instead, says 

our judgment of what is moral must arise from the situation and from our understanding of care 

and survival. This seems like a much more practical use of morality. Instead of rigid rules, 

morality should be a practical approach to handling tough situations.  

 It also needs to be clear how and by whom moral ideas are to be dictated. The Bible and 

God’s word are often referenced as a way to define what is moral and what is immoral. God 

cannot be the deciding factor in morality because then morality does not apply to everyone. With 

God as the source of authority, morality becomes a question of religion. It cannot be a way of life 

accepted by society because it then becomes controversial and is no longer a system in which all 

people are willing to live their lives. It automatically pushes atheists and agnostics away from 

morality. Then, when people begin to question which god is making the decisions about 

morality, even more people are lost to immorality because the chosen god is not their god. 

Morality then is reduced to a religious doctrine. It is no longer a way of life in which the entire 

population participates. It is now just a question of what religion, god and associated moral code 

one chooses to believe in. It becomes something that polarizes people, contrary to the intended 

purpose of uniting them. 

 Morality, instead, should be left up to the people who must follow it. It should be a 

collaboration and a compromise that everyone can agree to follow. A system for deciding what is 

or is not moral can be borrowed from other philosophers. John Rawls suggests a way of deciding 

what is just, which would also apply to deciding what is moral.3 Rawls’ mental exercise helps 

determine what is fair for all people. One must first start at the “original position,” where one has 



a well-rounded education about things that affect a society. In the “original position” one must 

also act in one’s own self-interest. In this position, one wears the “veil of ignorance.” The veil 

masks any specific details about one’s position in life. Gender, race, age, wealth, and so on are 

unknown to the decider. This means that the one in the “original position” wearing the “veil of 

ignorance” is always going to pick what benefits everyone, or at least the most people, because 

the decider does not know what category he falls into, and he wants what is best for himself. The 

only way the decider can ensure his own rights is by making sure everyone is covered. The same 

can be applied to morality. “Benefiting the most people” sounds like Utilitarianism. However, in 

the sense of morality, the moral choice is the choice that benefits the most people when they are 

in that particular situation. The difference is that Utilitarianism defines as the moral choice 

whichever option will benefit other people and that can benefit the highest number of people. 

This way, however, the moral choice should be the choice that makes the most amount of people 

happy when they get stuck in a situation. Take the classic example of choosing to save your 

spouse or choosing to save ten strangers. Utilitarianism says the moral choice is to save the ten 

people. Modern morality would save the group that the majority of people thought it was right to 

save. As a daily commitment, Utilitarianism would lead to the same problems as altruism. 

Modern morality would fit into day-to-day life. 

 Morality is not a religious doctrine, nor should it be interchangeable with the laws. 

Morality must arise from practicality and functionality. Humans act and reason out of emotion. 

It’s not very often that we are presented with a situation in which we have time to research all the 

facts. In everyday life we are faced with unknown situations and must act on them quickly. For 

example, people often say they support the death penalty because of their emotional reaction to 

the question, “Are you in favor of the death penalty?” When asked to justify why, people will 



often search for a rational explanation. A common justification is that they support the death 

penalty because it is cheaper than keeping the criminals in jail for life. However, the truth is that 

the death penalty is more expensive. People do not always change their stance on the death 

penalty after hearing this fact, even if that was their only reason for supporting the death penalty 

in the first place. This presents a problem, then: whether we need to respect a moral opinion 

based in part on ignorance of relevant facts. In this case the opinion was reached based on an 

emotion, as many opinions are. Morality should be a way of being able to handle these emotions 

in a realistic way until all the facts can be learned. Once something is believed it is hard to 

change that belief, even after all the facts are considered. Morality should be a way of processing 

emotions and allowing them to shape an opinion, but not a belief that is so strong it cannot be 

changed in the face of contrary evidence. This would cause fewer problems with people 

searching for reasons to support their beliefs just because they cannot change their opinions. 

 Another advantage of this approach is that it can make morality more useful by making it 

more applicable. Most choices in life are amoral, meaning they are neither moral nor immoral. A 

problem with discussions on morality is the tendency to analyze situations that are in fact amoral. 

When it comes to problems such as murder, it makes sense that morality applies. If murder were 

moral, or even amoral, it would reduce the ability of a society to function. Many more people 

with a lot of potential would be killed. People who were once spending time and energy doing 

productive things would be reduced to spending some of that time trying not to be killed. It 

makes sense for morality to be applied to this issue; to do so is practical. However, some issues 

are just too petty to be analyzed. Daily decisions are not often moral ones. Most everyone would 

agree that choosing between breakfast cereals in the morning is not a moral choice. Based on 

modern morality, few decisions on the spectrum between cereals and murder are anything more 



than amoral. This reserves morality for the questions that people need help answering and also 

helps avoid the incentive for immorality that Rand discusses. 

 I have not offered any definition for a modern morality, only guidelines for writing one. 

This is because this is another mistake often made when it comes to morality. Morality, which is 

supposed to be a way of life for all people, is defined by just a few. This hardly seems fair. 

Instead, morality should be decided by as many of its followers as possible. This, with the above 

considerations, makes morality much more functional, practical and useful. People often 

question what morality is and why we should be moral. This is a chance to let everyone know 

what morality is and to answer the question, “Why be moral” with the response, “Because we 

must be moral.” It is much harder to argue with one sound, logical argument than it is to argue 

with an abstract idea with multiple definitions. Modern morality brings the idea down to earth, 

making it more concrete and allowing no room for multiple, confusing definitions. It can be a 

way of life without the question of God instead of just something prescribed by one of many 

gods. Finally, it can be used as a way of prescribing future actions instead of a way to evaluate 

people’s past actions. Modern morality is a tool rather than a concept, for the people and by the 

people.



 
                                                 
1 Rand, vi. 
2 Gilligan, 64. 
3 Rawls, 24. 
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